Effects of molten-salt processing parameters on the structural and optical properties of preformed La$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$:Eu$^{3+}$ nanoparticles
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Abstract

Molten-salt method has been used to synthesize various functional materials, but it has not been employed to adjust the structure, particle size, and properties of preformed particles. To fill the knowledge gap, in this study, we use a molten-salt medium to reprocess preformed La$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$:5\%Eu$^{3+}$ nanoparticles which were already formed by a molten-salt synthesis (MSS) method. The molten-salt processing is conducted under various conditions in terms of processing time, temperature, and medium. Specifically, within the studied molten-salt processing time (0 h–24 h) at 800°C, 3 h was found to offer the best optical output. In terms of the investigated molten-salt processing temperature (650°C–1100°C) for 3 h, 800°C was identified as the most desirable annealing temperature. Regarding the explored molten-salt processing media (nitrate vs. chloride) at 3 h and 800°C, better luminescence results were obtained for nanoparticles processed in chloride. Under each processing parameter, the change of optical properties is explained based on the balance among the crystalline size, crystal structure, crystallinity, defect, and agglomeration characteristics of the molten salt processed La$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$:5\%Eu$^{3+}$ particles. We expect this study will excite other scientists to further explore molten-salt processing as an effective post-synthesis method to fine-tune the structure, particle size, and properties of preformed particles to meet the demand of functional materials.

1. Introduction

Nanostructured materials with large surface area and improved reactivity display superior optical, magnetic, catalytic, chemical, biological properties useful for various technological applications [1–3]. It is reported that particle size, crystallinity, and optical properties of nanoparticles are strongly affected by nucleation time, synthesis temperature, aging time, and post-synthesis treatment [4–7]. Through the addition of molten salts as a synthesis medium it is reported that metal oxide nanoparticles can be synthesized very rapidly and efficiently by reacting metal ion precursors along with suitable flux/molten salt at temperature above the melting point of the salts. This approach is known as molten salt synthesis (MSS) method [8,9]. In terms of molten-salt process as a synthesis technique, among various bottom-up synthesis approaches, it has been widely used to synthesize nanomaterials with various compositions since it is facile, low temperature (compared to conventional solid-state synthesis), and environmentally benign [10–17]. Compared to other synthesis techniques, the MSS method reduces the product formation temperature as the added molten salt aids in rapid movement of reactant species through convection and diffusion [14,15,17–19]. This method also displays unique advantage towards NP synthesis such as simple to operate [20], facilitate large scale production [19], cost effective [21], low defect [21,22], ligand free surface [22], reproducible [17], and environmentally friendly [23,24]. The most fascinating aspects of the MSS method which makes it highly environmentally friendly is the high water solubility of most of the molten salt. It not only facilitates the easy removal but makes very efficient isolation of final products at the end of chemical reaction and synthesis. It was also found to be highly successful in solvating most of the metallic ions at slightly enhanced temperature unlike other wet chemical routes. This is ascribed to destabilization of most of metal ions or covalent/ionic bonds through strong polarization induced by molten salt and its ions at high temperature. It is reported that even some complex oxides which remain insoluble in hydrothermal synthesis media can be solubilized using molten salt. It is observed by various researchers that exposing nanoparticle to high annealing time and temperature induce particle growth through Ostwald ripening which have strong influence on its optical particles [18,25,26]. Such thermal
treatment is also expected to affects crystallinity, defects, surface area, etc. which have strong impact on the emission kinetics, photo and radioluminescence of nanomaterials [25,27,28]. Earlier it was also observed that powder characteristics is affected strongly by MSS processing time, temperature, co-precipitating pH and type of salt used [18,25,26,29–37]. The MSS method is somewhat comparable to combustion synthesis where fuel is added and reaction is facilitated by nature and amount of fuel (e.g. urea, glycin, ascorbic acid, etc.) and heat of combustion [38–40]. On the other hand, molten salt is used in the MSS method and product quality and reaction temperature are governed by the eutectic point of molten salt used, such as NaNO3-KNO3, NaCl-KCl, etc. Moreover, there are a few reports wherein materials are synthesized by molten-salt assisted combustion synthesis [41].

It is known that post-synthesis thermal treatment of preformed materials affects their properties, e.g. optical properties of nanomaterials, likely by affecting defect concentration, crystallinity, surface area, degree of aggregation, etc. [18,25,26,30] It is reported that post-synthesis thermal treatment to tailor material properties have been and will continue to be indispensable to realize emerging and to improve conventional applications [31]. There are several post-synthesis treatment processes of advanced materials to tune their functional properties such as thermal activation, chemical activation, doping, functionlization, metal deposition, isomorphous substitution, demetallation, tribocatalysis treatment, etc. [31–33,42] This can also lead to changes of their type, size and density of defects. The widening window of post-synthesis treatment options of functional materials enables the preparation of pyrochlore with application-specific properties [34–37]. However, regarding it as a post-synthesis treatment method, to the best of our knowledge, molten-salt process has not been employed to adjust the structure, particle size, and properties of preformed particles, especially those pre-synthesized by molten-salt method. Specifically, until now, there has been no report on the post-synthesis thermal treatment and the investigation of the photoluminescence of europium doped lanthanum zirconate La2Zr2O7:Eu3+ (LZOE) nanoparticles (NPs) preformed by the MSS method.

2.1. Chemicals

Sodium nitrate (NaNO3, 99.0%), potassium nitrate (KNO3, 99.0%), sodium chloride (NaCl, 99.5%), potassium chloride (KCl, 99.0%), and zirconium(IV) oxyxinitrhydrate (ZrO(NO3)2·2xH2O, 99.99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Europium (III) nitrate hexahydrate (Eu(NO3)3·6H2O, 99.99%), lanthanum(III) nitrate hexahydrate (La(NO3)3·6H2O, 99.99%), and ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH, 28%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. All chemicals were used as received without further purification.

2.2. Synthesis

The preformed La2Zr2O7:5%Eu3+ (LZOE-P) NPs were initially synthesized following a two-step procedure as specified by our previous publications [14,18,26,29,34,37]. Basically, the first step forms a single-source precursor of 95%La(OH)3·5%Eu(OH)3·ZrO(OH)2·nH2O via a coprecipitation process corresponding to the 5%Eu3+ doped La2ZrO7 NPs. In the second step, a kinetically modified molten salt method was used by first mixing the sodium and potassium nitrates with the formed single-source precursor in a ratio of 30:30:1 by grinding, then heated in a corundum crucible by a muffle furnace at 650°C for 6 h with ramp-up and -down rates of 5°C/min, and finally washed with DI water multiple times to remove the salts.

To investigate the effects of molten-salt processing on the structure, particle size, and optical properties of these preformed LZOE-P NPs, we mixed them with sodium and potassium nitrates or chlorides in a molar ratio of 1:30:30 and charged the new mixture under various processing times (3 h, 6 h, 12 h, and 24 h) and temperatures (i.e. 650°C, 800°C, 950°C, and 1100°C) with ramp-up and -down rates of 3°C/min. The obtained products after washed and purified with deionized water were denoted on the format of LZOE-t{(the number of processing hours)-T{(the number of processing temperature without the zeros)}-molten-salt medium (shorted as N and C for the nitrate and chloride mixtures, respectively). For example, the preformed LZOE-P NPs after further molten-salt processing for 6 h at 1100°C in the sodium and potassium nitrate molten salt are named as LZOE-t6-T11-N. The schematic of the molten-salt processing of the preformed LZOE-P NPs is showed in Fig. 1.

2.3. Characterization

The LZOE NPs before and after further molten-salt processing were characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), Ramanspectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) and lifetime decay. XRD patterns were taken by Benchtop powder X-ray Rigaku-Miniflex diffractometer having a Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm, 115 V, 50/60 Hz) with a scanning 2θ range of 20–90°, step size of 0.05° and rate of 1.12/sec. Raman spectra were taken by a Senterra Bruker spectroscope (OPUS 7.5 Software) with a 785 nm laser and 50 mW at a resolution of 3–5 cm−1 and integration time of 10 s. SEM images were collected using a Carl Zeiss Sigma-VP field emission SEM. PL spectra were recorded using an Edinburgh Instrument FLS 980 fluorometer with a xenon lamp. Lifetime decay profiles were collected on the FLS 980 fluorometer by implementing a pulsed microsecond xenon lamp with a frequency from 1 to 100 Hz using time correlation with single photon counting method.

3. Results & discussion

For the simplicity of discussion, the molten-salt processing time and temperature studies were performed only in the sodium and potassium chloride medium.

3.1. Molten-salt processing time

3.1.1. XRD patterns

The purity of the LZOE NPs was confirmed by XRD. XRD patterns of the preformed LZOE NPs and those with further molten salt process at 800°C in mixed sodium and potassium chloride medium for different hours (Fig. 2a) show pure phase in line with the standard XRD pattern of LZO (JCPDS card No 71–2363).

To calculate the crystallite sizes of the preformed LZOE NPs and the LZOE NPs after further molten-salt processed with different times, the Debye-Scherrer formula was used:

\[ D = \frac{k\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta} \]  

(1)
where $D$ represents the crystallite size, $K$ is a constant of the Scherrer formula with a value of 0.94 for cubic crystallites. $\lambda$ is the X-ray wavelength with a value of 1.5406 Å, $\beta$ is the full width half-maximum (FWHM) of the (222) peak of the NPs minus the FWHM fitting of the instrument, and $\theta$ is the angle of the corresponding Bragg reflection fitted in concord with the calculate FWHM of the (222) peak. The calculated crystallite size of the LZOE NPs (Table 1) clearly show that the particle size increases from 22 nm to 29 nm with increasing molten-salt processing time from 0 h to 24 h. The increase of crystallite size with the elongated molten salt processing time can be attributed to the increased diffusion of nanoparticles which causes continuous particle growth via Ostwald Ripening (OR). In most cases, the growth of nanoparticles takes place via two mechanisms: OR for highly soluble materials and oriented attachment (OA) for less soluble crystals. For OR, particle growth is due to the dissolution of smaller ones. In the OA process, particle growth occurs through merging smaller ones when exposed to high annealing temperature or long annealing time [50–52].

The OR explanation holds also feasible on annealing temperature for our LZOE NPs as shown in Table 2.

3.2. Raman spectra

Raman spectroscopy is a beneficial technique to study molecular vibration in a structure. When studying $A_2B_2O_7$ phase structures, it is one of the most sought out techniques to distinguish between disorder fluorite (DF) and ordered-pyrochlore (OP) structure. A DF structure with space group $Fm\overline{3}m$ only has one Raman active mode assigned to $4F_{2g}$ which is mainly attributed to random orientation of seven $O^{2-}$ ions over eight anionic sites leading to high level of structural disordering. On the other hand, the OP structure with $Fd\overline{3}m$ space group has six Raman modes ($A_{1g} + E_{g} + 4F_{2g}$) that occur in the range of 200 cm$^{-1}$ to 1000 cm$^{-1}$ [26,29,44]. The Raman spectra of the preformed LZOE NPs and those further molten-salt processed at 800 °C for various durations (Fig. 2b) displayed similar features consisting of pyrochlore
We observed the absence of well-resolved sextet
(\(\text{A}_{1g} + \text{F}_{4} + 4 \text{F}_{2g}\)) of ideal pyrochlore structure and a broadening of the FWHM (Table 1) of the Raman bands with increasing molten-salt processing time compared to the preformed LZOE NPs. The increasing FWHM of the Raman \(F_{ag}\) band at \(~\text{300 cm}^{-1}\) suggests increased anion disordering of the LZOE NPs after further molten-salt processed at 800 °C with increasing duration compared to the preformed ones [53]. These observations indicate that the LZOE NPs possess more and more disordered pyrochlore structure after elongated MSS processing time. The reason for this phenomenon is unclear at this moment as high-temperature exposure generally leads to cation/anion ordering. It is possible that 800 °C is only an intermediate processing temperature, which is high enough to motive random oscillation and motion of ions but is not sufficient to promote cation/anion ordering, or longer processing time is needed at this temperature. The latter point is plausible as we can see decreased FWHM as the processing duration is extended to 24 h which is an indication of increasing ordering (Fig. 2b and Table 1). The same observation and explanation hold true for the molten salt processing temperature for the same duration as shown in Fig. 5b and Table 2. Further studies are necessary to understand the underlying mechanism.

### 3.2.1. SEM

SEM was used to observe morphology and particle size changes of our preformed LZOE NPs after further molten-salt processing. SEM images (Fig. 3) and corresponding particle size (histogram insets and Table 1) show the LZOE NPs are spherical with a continuous progression of the average particle size from 32 nm to 48 nm before and after further molten-salt processing of the preformed LZOE NPs with different durations. Annealing solid-state crystalline materials to sufficiently high temperature enables Oswald ripening; i.e. larger grains grow bigger at the expense of smaller grains. The rate limiting factors for this phenomenon is unclear at this moment as high-temperature exposure generally leads to cation/anion ordering. It is possible that 800 °C is only an intermediate processing temperature, which is high enough to motive random oscillation and motion of ions but is not sufficient to promote cation/anion ordering, or longer processing time is needed at this temperature. The latter point is plausible as we can see decreased FWHM as the processing duration is extended to 24 h which is an indication of increasing ordering (Fig. 2b and Table 1). The same observation and explanation hold true for the molten salt processing temperature for the same duration as shown in Fig. 5b and Table 2. Further studies are necessary to understand the underlying mechanism.

### 3.2.2. PL: emission, excitation and lifetime spectra

Upon excited at the charge transfer band, the emission spectra of the LZOE NPs consist of strong bands of \(^{5}D_{0}→^{7}F_{2}\) (592 nm), \(^{5}D_{0}→^{7}F_{3}\) (612 nm), \(^{5}D_{0}→^{7}F_{3}\) (653 nm) and \(^{5}D_{0}→^{7}F_{4}\) (709 nm) (Fig. 4a). The orange emission at 592 nm belongs to the magnetic dipole \(^{5}D_{0}→^{7}F_{1}\) transition of Eu\(^{3+}\) which hardly varies with the crystal field strength. However, the effect of light scattering is more predominate than non-radiative relaxation. The typical nonradiative relaxation mechanisms of Eu\(^{3+}\) emission include: (i) multiphoton relaxation, (ii) temperature dependent energy transfer, and (iii) crossover from the \(4f\) electronic configuration of Eu\(^{3+}\) ion to a charge transfer state [56]. The reduction of surface defect after post-synthesis thermal treatment is a competing factor and should have led to enhancement of emission intensity because surface defects are a source of non-radiative pathway [25]. However, the effect of light scattering is more predominant than non-radiative relaxation.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LZOE-P</th>
<th>LZOE-t3-T8-C</th>
<th>LZOE-t6-T8-C</th>
<th>LZOE-t12-T8-C</th>
<th>LZOE-t24-T8-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 (°) of (222) peak</td>
<td>28.85</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>28.75</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (β) of (222) peak</td>
<td>0.5742</td>
<td>0.5382</td>
<td>0.52397</td>
<td>0.50596</td>
<td>0.4874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated crystallite size from XRD (nm)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated lattice parameter (Å)</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>10.69</td>
<td>10.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM of Raman (F_{ag}) peak</td>
<td>326.43</td>
<td>503.609</td>
<td>534.46</td>
<td>535.99</td>
<td>519.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated particle size from SEM (nm)</td>
<td>32.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>33.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>37.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>45.9 ± 0.8</td>
<td>47.5 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL lifetime (ms)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LZOE-P</th>
<th>LZOE-t3-T8-C</th>
<th>LZOE-t3-T9-C</th>
<th>LZOE-t3-T11-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 (°) of (222) peak</td>
<td>28.85</td>
<td>28.75</td>
<td>28.85</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (β) of (222) peak</td>
<td>0.5742</td>
<td>0.5239</td>
<td>0.4454</td>
<td>0.43977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated crystallite size (nm)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated lattice parameter (Å)</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>10.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated lattice parameter (Å)</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>10.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM of Raman (F_{ag}) peak</td>
<td>326.43</td>
<td>503.609</td>
<td>537.88</td>
<td>494.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated particle size from SEM (nm)</td>
<td>32.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>33.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>40.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>49.7 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL lifetime (ms)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

structure. The reasons for this phenomenon are unclear at this moment as high-temperature exposure generally leads to cation/anion ordering. It is possible that 800 °C is only an intermediate processing temperature, which is high enough to motive random oscillation and motion of ions but is not sufficient to promote cation/anion ordering, or longer processing time is needed at this temperature. The latter point is plausible as we can see decreased FWHM as the processing duration is extended to 24 h which is an indication of increasing ordering (Fig. 2b and Table 1). The same observation and explanation hold true for the molten salt processing temperature for the same duration as shown in Fig. 5b and Table 2. Further studies are necessary to understand the underlying mechanism.
Fig. 3. SEM images of the LZOE NPs before and after molten-salt processed at 800 °C in mixed sodium and potassium chloride medium with different durations. The insets show the histograms of the particle size obtained from the ImageJ software.

Fig. 4. (a) Emission spectra ($\lambda_{ex} = 260$ nm), (b) variation of emission intensity as a function of processing time, (c) excitation spectra ($\lambda_{em} = 612$ nm), and (d) lifetime decay profiles of the LZOE NPs before and after molten-salt processed at 800 °C in sodium and potassium chloride medium with different durations.
radiative relaxation by surface defects.

Among the molten-salt processed LZOE samples for duration of 3 h–24 h, the 3 h sample has maximum intensity which can be attributed to its high-quality characteristics in terms of decreased defects, increased crystallinity and minimum agglomeration [18]. These contributing factors are proposed based on our previous work on thermally treating pyrochlore rare earth hafnate and zirconate nanoparticles with BET surface area measurement and positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy, i.e. surface area decreases with increasing annealing time/temperature [25,26]. More specifically, surface defects of our LZOE NPs are proportional to their surface area: the larger the surface area of the LZOE NPs, the more Eu$^{3+}$ ions localized near their surface. As a general rule, surface defects are known to provide additional pathways for non-radiative transitions and quench luminescence [57]. At the same time, with increasing processing time/temperature, the crystallinity and agglomeration of the particles increase. Particles form hard agglomerates which scatter excitation/emission light and decrease luminescence. Our previous work on La$_2$Hf$_2$O$_7$:Eu$^{3+}$ NPs also suggested that 3 h processing time is the best duration to optimize quantum yield and photo/radioluminescence output [18].

There is slight emission intensity enhancement beyond 6 h which is due to the dominating effect of surface defects while surface defects decrease at longer processing duration over particle agglomeration.

To get an idea about the nature of the dopant Eu$^{3+}$ occupancy in the LZO lattice sites, PL decay time (lifetime) studies were conducted. The decay curves corresponding to the $^5$D$_0$ level of Eu$^{3+}$ ions of the LZOE NPs (Fig. 4d) depict monoeponential profiles. This suggested that the Eu$^{3+}$ ions are homogeneously distributed in the LZOE NPs. Earlier emission spectroscopic results revealed that large fraction of Eu$^{3+}$ ions are stabilized at LaO$_6$ site which is in line with the monoeponential decay behavior. Moreover, there is not much difference of the corresponding lifetime values for the preformed LZOE NPs and the molten salt processed NPs for 3 h (Table 1). The lifetime value initially decreases from the 3 h processed sample to the 6 h processed sample, and then keep increasing further up to the 24 h processed sample. The initial decrease of the lifetime value is due to the agglomeration effect dominating surface defect whereas the opposite phenomenon prevails at elongating molten-salt processing duration [18].

3.3. Molten-salt processing temperature

3.3.1. XRD patterns

The XRD patterns (Fig. 5a) clearly show the formation of single-phase products without any impurity in accordance with JCPDS pattern 71–2363. The sharp diffraction peaks reflect high crystallinity of the LZOE NPs. The crystalline size increases from 22 nm to 34 nm as the molten-salt processing temperature increases from 650 °C to 1100 °C. This is attributed to Ostwald ripening again [58], i.e. larger grains grow bigger at the expense of smaller grains demonstrating that is a function of the surface area to volume ratio (S/V). Also, the change of crystalline size of the LZOE NPs induced by the molten-salt processing temperature is larger than that caused by molten-salt processing time.

3.3.2. Raman spectra

The Raman spectra (Fig. 5b) suggests that the preformed LZOE NPs are stabilized in the pyrochlore structure after thermal treatment at different temperatures for 3 h in mixed sodium and potassium chloride molten-salt medium. Again, the absence of well-resolved sextet characteristic of ideal pyrochlore and the broader peaks than usual indicate that the processed LZOE NPs process disordered pyrochlore structure. Moreover, the peaks become narrower with increasing molten-salt processing temperature from 800 to 1100 °C which suggests the extent of structural ordering increases (Table 2) [29]. Therefore, both XRD and Raman data (Fig. 5a-b) indicate that, as the preformed LZOE NPs are exposed to increasing molten-salt processing temperature up to 900 °C, Ostwald ripening induced the particle growth of the LZOE NPs and the crystal structure becomes more and more disordered, respectively. Beyond that, the structure starts regaining structural orderings at 1100 °C as can be seen from the reduction of the FWHM of Raman bands compared to those from the NPs processed at 900 °C.

3.3.3. SEM images

SEM images (Fig. 6) clearly show that the preformed LZOE particles form spheres in nanodomain but start to aggregate as they are exposed to increasing molten-salt processing temperature. As post-synthesis molten-salt processing temperature increases, the particle size grows from 33 nm to 50 nm (insets of Fig. 6 and Table 2). In other words, the small NPs self-assemble into spheres of large aggregates. These spheres start forming clusters around them and finally rearrange themselves into large sized NPs [59]. Yang et al. explained how nanomaterials tend to assemble in different forms by mechanical properties being organized by surface and strength of the nanoparticle adhesion [10]. The trend of the estimated average particle size of the LZOE NPs through the histograms obtained by the ImageJ software on the SEM images is in line with the calculated crystallite size based on XRD data.

3.3.4. PL: emission, excitation and lifetime spectra

There is monotonic gradual decrease of the PL emission intensity as a function of the molten-salt processing temperature (Fig. 7a). This is attributed to high temperature induced particle agglomeration and the
resulted agglomerate causes scattering of both excited and emitted light leading to reduction in emission intensity [55]. Another reason is thermal quenching by non-radiative relaxation. Moreover, high temperature annealing is reported to create several thermal defects such as cation vacancies, interstitials, etc. [60], which are expected to reduce the emission intensity by providing nonradiative pathways. Overall, the effect of light scattering is more predominant than nonradiative relaxation by surface defects.

It was also observed that the energy of CT band increases (shifts towards shorter wavelengths) with increasing molten-salt processing temperature (Fig. 7b). This can be explained by the expansion of the lattice leading to the increased average distance between Eu$^{3+}$ and surrounding anions, thus making it difficult for the electron transfer from oxygen to europium. The PL excitation and emission spectra conclusively confirm the enhancement of the O→Eu charge transfer energy and thermal quenching of emission intensity with post-synthesis thermal treatment at high temperature of the LZOE NPs. Due to the large size of our LZOE NPs, this energy change of CT band cannot be attributed to quantum confinement effect [61].

The preformed LZOE NPs after molten-salt processing at different temperatures (Fig. 7c) show monoexponential decay profiles corresponding to the $^5D_0$ level of Eu$^{3+}$ ions. The lifetime value of the LZOE NPs (Table 2) increases progressively with the molten-salt processing temperature up to 950 °C and then slightly decreases at 1100 °C. This is due to the surface area reduction at higher processing temperature and the increase of particle size. Surface defects on NPs are related to their surface area. Larger the surface area, more Eu$^{3+}$ ions are located near the surface, and more surface defects which can quench the fluorescence. The enhancement in excited state lifetime up to 950 °C can be ascribed to the decrease of surface area/surface defect ratio [62,63].
Beyond 950 °C, the NPs tend to agglomerate to such an extent which overpowers the effect of surface area and causes scattering of the emitted light and decreases the lifetime value. Therefore, the slight reduction in lifetime value beyond certain molten-salt processing temperature is attributed to increased crystallite size and agglomerates, which tend to scatter light and lead to decrease of emission intensity [64].

### 3.4. Molten-salt processing medium

#### 3.4.1. XRD patterns

Here we also further processed the preformed LZOE NPs in two different molten-salt media, i.e. NaNO$_3$–KNO$_3$ (at 650 °C for 3 h) and NaCl–KCl (at 1100 °C for 3 h) with equimolar pseudo-eutectic melting points of 228 and 657 °C, respectively [65,66]. The XRD patterns of LZOE (Fig. 8a) are perfectly coincided with characteristic diffraction lines of the La$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ in accordance with JCPDS pattern 71–2363 except of intensity, and no characteristic peaks of other impurities are observed. The calculated cell parameters and crystallite sizes of the LZOE NPs before and after processed in different molten-salt media are tabulated in Table 3.

#### 3.4.2. Raman spectra

The Raman spectra (Fig. 8b) confirmed the pyrochlore phase of the preformed LZOE NPs before and after further processed in the two molten-salt media. The absence of well-resolved sextet of ideal pyrochlore structure and broad peaks suggest the disordered pyrochlore nature of these LZOE NPs. The LZOE-C sample shows higher ordering of the oxygens in ordered pyrochlore phase with increased intensity and narrowed bands in comparison with the LZOE-N samples (Table 3). This phenomenon is attributed to increased ordering of LZOE lattice at high temperature in case of chloride flux. However, the preformed LZOE NPs still have the most ordered anion sublattice.

#### 3.4.3. Scanning electron microscope

The larger particle size of the LZOE NPs processed in the chloride medium compared to the nitrate medium is supported by the SEM images (Fig. 9). Particle formation in MSS is governed by nucleation and crystal growth process and their rate ratio determine the particle size and shape [65]. Higher the rate of nucleation, larger the particle size, and more closer shape to crystal structure. On the other hand, when the rate of crystal growth exceeds nucleation, uniform particles

![Fig. 8. (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectra of the LZOE NPs before and after processed in the NaNO$_3$–KNO$_3$ and NaCl–KCl molten-salt media for 6 h at 650 °C and 1100 °C, respectively.](image)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LZOE-P</th>
<th>LZOE-t6-T6-N</th>
<th>LZOE-t6-T11-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2θ (°) of (222) peak</td>
<td>28.85</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (β) of (222) peak</td>
<td>0.5742</td>
<td>0.5382</td>
<td>0.39227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated crystallite size (nm)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated lattice parameter (Å)</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>10.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM of Raman F$_{2g}$ peak</td>
<td>326.43</td>
<td>534.46</td>
<td>505.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated particle size from SEM (nm)</td>
<td>32.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>42.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>59.3 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL lifetime (ms)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 9. SEM images of the LZOE NPs before and after processed in the mixed sodium and potassium nitrate and chloride media for 6 h at 650 °C and 1100 °C, respectively. The insets show the histograms of the average particle size calculated using the ImageJ software.](image)
are formed. The mean particle size of the obtained sample prepared by KNO$_3$–NaNO$_3$ fluxes at 6 h/650 °C is about 42 nm and that of as-synthesized sample in term of KCl–NaCl fluxes at 6 h/1100 °C is approximately 59 nm, implying that the kind of molten-salt flux has great effect on the particle size of the obtained samples. The reason for this phenomenon may be that higher molten-salt processing temperature is in favor of forming larger particle size, since the processing temperature of the LZOE NPs in the NaNO$_3$–KNO$_3$ flux is lower than that of the LZOE NPs in the presence of NaCl–KCl flux [67].

3.4.4. PL: emission, excitation and lifetime spectra

Emission (Fig. 10a) and excitation spectra (Fig. 10b) of the LZOE NPs after processed in the two molten-salt media show different intensities. The LZOE NPs treated in the nitrate medium have higher emission/excitation intensity than the counterpart treated in the chloride medium while both samples have lower intensity compared to the preformed LZOE NPs. This observation is attributed to light scattering by agglomerates of the LZOE NPs, especially the larger ones treated in the chloride medium. The lifetime values (Table 3) obtained from the lifetime decay profiles (Fig. 10c) show that it is larger for the NPs treated in the chloride medium than the sample treated in the nitrate medium. This is attributed to large defect density for the latter compared to the former which has more predominating effect compared to agglomeration.

4. Conclusion

This work highlighted the roles of post-synthesis molten-salt processing time, temperature and medium type on the preformed molten-salt synthesized La$_2$ZrO$_2$:Er$^{3+}$ nanoparticles. The LZOE NPs under these investigations were carried out by X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and time resolved photoluminescence to decipher their size, shape, structure and optical property changes. Raman spectroscopy confirms the stabilization of pyrochlore structure of the LZOE NPs with observed thermally induced disordering. It was observed that longer processing time and higher processing temperature lead to enhanced crystal growth and increased lattice disordering. Moreover, no much change of particle shape of the NPs was observed but the nanoparticles tend to aggregate at longer processing time and higher processing temperature. Molten-salt processing in chloride medium increases crystalline quality and uniform grain growth owing to their higher melting point of chloride flux. Luminescence decay investigations showed a decrease in lifetime value as the molten-salt processing time and temperature were raised due to decrease of defects under enhanced thermal condition. This work highlights the importance of post-synthesis thermal treatment conditions on tuning the size, structure and property of preformed nanoparticles.
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